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Abstract | For xed bandwidth and total radiated power;
with Rayleigh fading; a wireless system with multiple antennas at both transmitter and receiver has a channel capacity which grows linearly (rather than logarithmically) with
the number of antennas. This result; which assumes separate information is sent out of each transmit antenna; holds
true even though the transmitter does not know the complex channel transfer characteristic. By explicitly spreading out the antennas well beyond a wavelength; we show
that such capacities can be achieved not only on Rayleigh
channels with many scatterers; but also on deterministic
channels with direct line-of-sight (LOS) paths only and no
scatterers. Roughly speaking; the wide spacing; replicates
the e ect of scatterers which create images and thus serves
to spread out the apparent source of the signals over a
wider angular range. In this way capacities on the order
of Clin = nlog2 (1 + ) bps/Hz can be obtained for LOS as
well as Rayleigh channels when n transmit and n receive
antennas are used. In contrast; when the transmit antennas are closely spaced; the number of degrees of freedom
on a LOS channel degenerate; resulting in capacities of only
Clog = log2 (1 + n).

I. Introduction

;

the linear capacity growth with n for channels with a signi cant deterministic component. Thus this paper explores
the capacities which may be achieved in propagation environments where there is a strong deterministic component
adding to the statistical character of the matrix channel.
We will parametrize channel characteristics so we can analyze the range from Rayleigh to Ricean to purely LOS
channels.
A. Capacity as a random variable
As discussed in [1]; the sort of channel under study
here is an idealization of the kind of channel occurring in;
for example; burst communication mobile wireless applications. The capacity increases that we uncover are aimed
at improving deliverable bit rates in such situations. Indoor wireless applications [1][2] represent another important realm of potential application for the results presented
here. The results also apply to outdoor mobile channels.
Even though the base and user in an oce LAN environment may involve very small mobility; we treat capacity as a random variable. Another example where we
treat capacity as random involves when transmit and receive sites are secured say to buildings. In both these application areas the seeming immobility of such channels is
only nominal as there can be small (and large) perturbations of the propagation environments as well as the communication sites. For indoor LANs the users may move
somewhat about the workspace. There can also be signi cant movement of workers; equipment; le cabinets; metal
doors; mail carts; elevators etc. For predominately outdoor
inter-building links there are thermal and wind stresses of
antenna structures as well as signi cant channel changes
due to for example vehicle and foliage movement. As we
will see; half-wavelength movement can be highly signi cant. We idealize here and take the view that the channel
changes have a slow time constant relative to the duration
of a communication burst. We allow that from burst to
burst the channel may vary and one might be interested
in the capacity that can be attained in nearly all (e.g. 99
percent) of the transmissions 1 . For this reason we will
highlight complementary capacity distributions with special attention to the high probability (small outage) tail.
The complementary one percent of the situations when a

As previously reported [1]; wireless communications
channels with multiple antennas at both transmitter and
receiver have an information-theoretic capacity which can
grow linearly (rather than logarithmically) with the number of antennas; for xed power and bandwidth. Such
linear growth is found when the matrix channel transfer
function between the transmitter and receiver antennas is
modelled statistically; as a matrix with independent complex gaussian (scalar) random variable entries (to represent
Rayleigh fading); so that then capacity is expressed as a
random variable. At a speci ed outage level; the capacity
is increased in direct proportion to the number of degrees
of freedom [1].
In a Rayleigh fading environment; with scattered signals arriving from many directions; and n antennas at each
site; n degrees of freedom are possible [1]; assuming an antenna spacing of about half-wavelength for which mutual
coupling e ects are negligible. However; in certain propagation environments; particularly when there is a deterministic or line-of-sight (LOS). component; the number of
degrees of freedom can degenerate [1]. For example; with
n-level receive diversity of the maximum ratio combining
type; which is a well known form of diversity; the capacity increases only logarithmically with n. The increase is
due only to the SNR gain from the array of the n receive 1 However; it is worth reiterating [1] that in some special
applications; like very large le transfers; maximum throughput posantennas.
sible over long time periods may be a more relevant criterion than
The question arises as to whether it is possible to retain the 99-percentile capacity.
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desired capacity level cannot be obtained is termed channel
outage.
We emphasize that the information-theoretic capacity is
an ultimate limit to capacity; and in practice can only be
approached. So here capacity simply serves as a performance indicator: In applications one can only strive to
get some fraction of capacity at an acceptably low bitrate. It is important keep the distinction between outage
(times when the channel is fundamentally inadequate) and
required bit-error rate (errors due to noise when the channel is adequate). In many applications the latter is orders
of magnitude more stringent than one percent (.01).
B. Ray tracing for the deterministic component of capacity
Our investigations use ray tracing to construct an n  n
matrix channel response explicitly for a speci ed environment with obstructions and scatterers; including smooth
walls as well as rough surfaces [7]. Such a channel response
will change as the receiver is moved; so that a capacity distribution is obtained from the ensemble of sample matrix
elements at di erent receiver locations. Alternatively; a
deterministic matrix may be added to the Rayleigh matrix
to form a matrix of Ricean scalars; from which a capacity distribution is obtained. As part of this study; we will
nd the capacities which may be achieved for particular
realizations of the channel matrix (i.e. one sample of the
ensemble of sample matrix elements); and show explicitly
how the capacity depends on the rank of this matrix. We
will show how spreading out the antennas can result in
near-full rank channel matrices (i.e. with close to n signi cant (non-negligible) eigenvalues); with corresponding
high capacity; even in a purely LOS scenario without any
scatterers. This work is based on [3].
This paper is organized as follows: In section II; we review the capacity expressions; and show explicitly the relationship between capacity and the rank of the channel
matrix. In section III; we nd the capacity for a Ricean
channel matrix with various k-factors (power ratios between deterministic and scattered components); where the
deterministic component is either of rank 1 or rank n. In
section IV; we consider geometric ray tracing in a purely
LOS environment; and show how the capacity increases
as the spacing or angular spread between the n antenna
elements is increased. In section V; we consider a specied environment (LOS down an urban street with building
and ground re ections); with an n-element array with halfwavelength spacing; and show how the channel matrix approaches near-full rank (and the capacity increases) as the
number of re ections considered is increased from zero to
ve. We also consider LOS scenarios with the base station
array spread around the cell boundary; radiating inward.
Section VI contains a summary and conclusions.
II. Capacity expressions

importance [4]; they are beyond the scope of this paper.
We will be using T and R as convenient abbreviations
for transmit and receive respectively. For example; in the
next paragraph; we do this to subscript n to enumerate
the number of antenna elements at a T site and R site
respectively.
A. Basic Capacity expression
The fundamental result for the capacity in bps/Hz of a
wireless system with nT transmit antennas and nR receive
antennas with an average received SNR  (independent of
nT ) at each receive antenna was obtained in [1] as
C = log2(det[InR + (=nT )HH y ])
(1)
where the normalized channel matrix H contains complex
scalars with unity average power loss; and H y is the complex conjugate transpose of H . The capacity is expressed
in bps/Hz in the narrowband limit with no frequency dependence. Normalization is achieved by dividing out the
free space power loss and setting the parameter  to the
desired SNR 2 . This result assumes that H is unknown to
the receiver but nR and  are known [1][2]. The signal
from each antenna is di erent. The transmitted data has
been demultiplexed and the demultiplexed substreams are
separately independently coded and modulated. Moreover;
instead of just committing the resulting subsignals one-toone to the nT transmit antennas; the association between
substreams and antenna elements is cycled to encourage
that over time each substream experiences a similar propagation environment.
If the matrix elements Hij are random variables (e.g.
Rayleigh; Ricean); then C is also a random variable. In this
case; we de ne an outage threshold x (say 0.01); and de ne
Cx to be that capacity for which ProbfC > Cx g = 1 , x.
B. Line-of-sight systems with closely spaced antenna elements
We consider an environment with only LOS propagation
and T and R arrays of nT = nR = n closely spaced antennas. Here we designate the base and subscriber ends of the
link as T and R; respectively; but reciprocity applies; and
all subsequent results apply to both the downlink (baseto-subscriber) and the uplink (subscriber-to-base). The T
and R arrays are far apart relative to the array size. For
this case; all the matrix elements have essentially the same
amplitude and phases such that that H = H1 (rank 1); as
shown in the Appendix. An evaluation of HH y reveals all
elements essentially equal to n; so that using the normalized H1 ; the matrix
A = [In + (=n)HH y ]
(2)
has all diagonal elements equal to 1+ ; and all o -diagonal
elements equal to ; so that detA = 1 + n. Thus for this
case
C = log2 (1 + n) = Clog
(3)

Next we will present some capacity expressions. We
stress that the expressions are for a single communication
link in a single cell with no adjacent channel interference. 2 This avoids the need to compute absolute propagation loss and
While capacity studies in a multi-user context; are of great then set the transmitted power to obtain the desired SNR.
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i.e. Clog increases logarithmically with n. For n closely then from [2]; in the limit of large n and large ; the caspaced antennas; the capacity gain is essentially due to the pacity lower bound approaches
n-fold gain in .
C = nlog2(=e)
(9)
C. Line-of-sight systems with widely spaced antenna elewhere e = 2.718.... This is close to the maximum capacity
ments
obtained with H = Hn . This result implies that there is a
In general; with arrays of n more widely spaced antennas high probability that a particular realization of HRayleigh
at T and R for which the path lengths between any pair of has close to n signi cant (non-negligible) eigenvalues.
This
transmit and receive antennas are approximately the same is as expected; since in the Rayleigh model HRayleigh using
to within the array size; the complex scalars Hik all have independent complex gaussian variates; it is implicit that
magnitude 1 but di erent phases ik . For such H; is it signals arrive from many directions 3 i.e. the apparent
possible to obtain capacity exhibiting linear growth with transmitter locations are widely spaced.
n? In this subsection we show; by mathematical example;
that the answer is yes.
III. Capacity on Ricean channels
By choosing the ik so that HH y = nIn in (2); all diagconsider the capacity for Ricean channels; where
onal elements of A are 1 + ; resulting in detA = (1 + )n theNext
deterministic
(e.g. LOS) component HLOS is xed as
and therefore
either H1 or Hn . We follow the simulation methods of [1]
C = nlog2(1 + ) = Clin
(4) using the normalized Ricean channel matrix

H = (aHLOS + bHRayleigh )
(10)
i.e. Clin increases linearly with n.
For a mathematical example of this particular type of H with a2 + b2 = 1. The Ricean k-factor; k = a2 =b2; is the
(denoted Hn ) for which HH y = nIn ; take the generic ik ratio of the LOS power to the scattered power; and varies
entry of Hn to be given by
from 0 (pure Rayleigh) to 1 (pure deterministic).
The results for n = 3 and 8 with  = 100 (20 dB)
Hik = exp(jik ) where ik = n ((i , i0) , (k , k0 ))2 : (Figures 1;2) quantify how for HLOS = H1 ; the capac(5) ity decreases with increasing k; and; in the limit of k = 1;
C = Clog . However; for HLOS = Hn ; the capacity increases
For n = 2 and i0 = k0 = 0;
with increasing k; and in the limit of k = 1; C = Clin . An
1 j
scale plot for n = 8 shows that the k = 0 case
Hn = j 1 :
(6) expanded
capacity tends towards nlog (=e).
2

IV. Maximum LOS capacity
A second example for which HH y = nIn is
To nd the maximum capacity which may be realized
Hik = exp(jik ) where ik = 2n (i , i0)(k , k0 ): (7) in practice in a LOS environment; we seek to construct
geometric arrangements of the T and R arrays such that
HLOS ' Hn . Again; we designate the base and subFor n = 2 and i0 = k0 = 0;
scriber ends of the link as T and R; respectively; but reci ,1 1 
applies; and all subsequent results apply to both the
Hn = 1 1 :
(8) procity
downlink (base-to-subscriber) and the uplink (subscriberto-base). Speci cally; we ask what antenna spacing at T
Both types of H ' Hn can be attained in practice by and R is required to obtain the ik in Hn ; and what spacan appropriate geometrical arrangement of the T and R ing at T is required if the spacing at R is constrained to
arrays. The rst example above is two 2-element broad- a half-wavelength. For these spacings; HLOS ' Hn as a
side arrays of appropriate spacing and separation to yield direct result of ray-tracing calculations for the chosen gea path length di erence  = d(T1 ; R1 ) , d(T1 ; R2 ) = =4. ometry. We stress that the transmitter does not use deThe second example is a 2-element array with =2 spac- tailed channel knowledge in any way. We are maintaining
ing at T with R comprising 2 elements equidistant from T; our assumption that each of the n antennas carries a sepaone broadside to T and one aligned (end re) with T . The rate component of the information and that the transmitter
question of how widely spaced the antennas need to be to does not know the channel and does not adjust the power or
promote H tending to Hn is considered in section IV along phase of the n information components to t the channel.
with an investigation of robustness.
To achieve C ' Clin ; the Hik need not be exactly according to (5)(7). Numerical results show that C ' Clin even if
D. Rayleigh fading
the o -diagonal elements in HH y are non-zero with values
For the case where we use a Rayleigh channel model so up to n=3. Thus the capacity is robust in the presence of
that the elements of H are random variables; we de ne 3 For a given interelement spacing at R; see [8] for the angular spread
HRayleigh as a matrix of normalized (unit magnitude) un- of signals from T required in order to to achieve zero correlation
correlated complex gaussian variates. If H = HRayleigh ; between R elements.
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small variations in the geometric arrangements; as will be
observed in Section V.
A. R array constrained to practical size
We consider a 3-element transmit and receive array (Figure 3); where the R array is constrained to have a xed
small interelement spacing yr (e.g. yr = =2); so that the
size of R is practical. We seek to nd the interelement spacing of T for which capacity is maximum. To preserve the
property that all elements of H have unit magnitude; all
rays from T to R must be approximately the same length;
and thus the T array is in the shape of an arc. We will
assume that the T -R distance D  ya = yr (n , 1); where
ya is the size of the linear R array; so that we can assume
plane wave arrivals from each element of T across the entire array R. Thus the T interelement spacing is de ned
by the angle  between T array elements as seen at R; and
 will be independent of D.
The geometrical symmetry allows us to write the normalized matrix channel
0 e,j1 1 ej1 1
HLOS = @ 1 1 1 A
(11)
ej1 1 e,j1
For this particular case; HLOS is in the form (7) with i0 =
k0 = 2; and solving for 1 such that HLOS = Hn (i.e.
HH y = nIn ) yields 1 = 120 degrees; with correponding
path length di erence
120  = 
 = d(T1 ; R1 ) , d(T1 ; R2 ) = 360
(12)
3
(Figure 3). From the geometry;  = yr sin or sin =
=3

2
yr = =2 = 3 ; so that the angular size of the arc 2 =
2arcsin(2=3) = 84 degrees. We can similarly construct
HLOS ' Hn for arbitrary n; as shown in the Appendix.

5

The geometrical interpretation arising in the Appendix is
that the radiation pattern of R with all elements in phase
has nulls in the direction of all but the center element of
T.

y

I

+2

B. Discussion
a
In practice; the path lengths between di erent antennas
pairs are not all the same; so that HLOS is not precisely
R
a
equal to Hn ; and C = Clin is not quite attained. The
T
ray tracing calculations in Section V are needed to obtain
z
precise results for the capacity as a function of spacing yr
or the angular size of the arc 2.
We will nd that for the R array constrained to halfwavelength spacing; the angular range of the arc of the T
array increases slowly with n; reaching 2 = 108 degrees for
n = 8. The large n result 4 is consistent with the angular
spread of signals 24 ' yr30= [8] required to obtain near
zero correlation between array elements for yr = =2; and
thus is intuitively satisfying. This result remains consistent
Fig. 4. Images in street canyon - top view
with other values of yr . The formal relationship between
[8] and the present work is considered in the Appendix by
replacing the random sources (scatterers) located within
In the absence of any scattering surfaces; we have only
the angular range 24 [8] with the n elements of T within
the
LOS path and C ' Clog 5 However; with scattering
the same angular range.
surfaces present; we anticipate that the images may be sufciently spread apart for C to approach Clin . We make
V. Capacity in specified environment using ray
explicit calculations of C in the sequel.
tracing
the street geometry outlined above; the elements of
Capacities available in a speci c environment were ob- H For
may
be written
tained in [5] using ray tracing for the case of a single
transmit antenna (nT = 1) and multiple receive antenHij
exp(,j 2jTi , Rj j=)
nas. In this section; we seek to extend this work for the
jT1 , R1 j =
jTi , Rj j
case nT > 1. A simple ray-tracing program which can acm
X k exp(,j 2jIik , Rj j=)
commodate some simple illustrative geometries was used.
(13)
+
,
jIik , Rj j
We will nd HLOS for various LOS geometries with no
k=,m
scatterers; as well as an urban street with 3 re ecting (scattering) surfaces; i.e. two walls (buildings) and the ground. where , is the amplitude re ection coecient 6 ; m is the
maximum number of re ections considered; and we have
A. Geometry and coordinates
assumed isotropic antennas. Hij is normalized by the disThe urban street geometry contains two parallel re ec- tance between the reference locations T1 ; R1 ; so that the
tors representing the building walls; separated by the street absolute attenuation need not be calculated. Here we aswidth a. A top view is shown in Figure 4; where the ground sume a xed frequency f = c=.
is the y-z plane. The n array elements at each of T and
R and the images I k have coordinates Rj : (xrj ; yrj ; zrj ); B. Capacity results
Ti : (xti ; yti ; zti ); Ii0 : (,xti ; yti ; zti ); Ii+1 : (xti ; 2a,yti ; zti ); We use the expressions for Hij in the preceding sections
Ii,1 : (xti ; ,yti ; zti ); with i; j = 1; :::; n; where we de ne the to obtain numerical results for capacity in the speci ed
reference location to be the rst element T1 : (xt ; yt ; zt ) = geometries. For all these results;  = 100 (20 dB) at the
(xt1 ; yt1 ; zt1 ) and similarly for R. I k represents an im- reference distance D.
age due to k specular re ections from the walls; and Ii0
is the `ground re ection' image not visible in the gure. B.1 Street scenario
A general expression for the coordinates of I k is given in
We consider the street scenario with the images added;
[6]. In this rst example; the T and R arrays are oriented and the two arrays oriented broadside to each other; each
perpendicular to the street direction; with half-wavelength
5 In fact; C = C
log for zero spacing between elements; and C is
antenna spacing; so that xti = xt ; yti = yt + i=2; zti = zt ; slightly
greater than Clog for half-wavelength spacing.
and xrj = xr ; yrj = yr + j=2; zrj = zr ;
6 In general; the , are di erent for each image; since they depend
I +1

I

I

-1

-2

on the angles of incidence and re ection. Here we assume , has the
constant value for all re ections; except the ground re ection
If we de ne 2 = f (n , 1)360=n to take care of end e ects due to same
nite n (see the Appendix); then we nd f ' 1= for all n. Thus in ,0 which is set to ,1. This approximation suces to illustrate the
the limit of large n; the range of arc 24 = (0:32)(360) = 120 degrees capacity gain.
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with interelement spacing xed at a half-wavelength. The
parameters used are: wavelength 1/3 meter; street width
a=25 meters with walls at y = 0 and 25; (xt ; yt ; zt) =
(10; 15; 0); (xr ; yr ; zr ) = (1; 5; 30); all dimensions in meters. , is set to 0.6; so that the average total power received from re ections only; with 5 re ections; is equal to
the average LOS power. The ground re ection coecient
is set to ,1. Figure 5 shows the capacity as a function of
(xr ; yr ; zr ) ranging in 200 steps from (1; 5; 30) to (1; 6; 40)
meters (about 30 wavelengths). The capacity increases
as more images are added; and matches the 90 percent
Rayleigh capacity obtained in Figure 2 for n = 8 with 7
images (k = 0; :::; 3 in eqn. (13)) plus T . Furthermore;
the received signal envelope looks increasingly Rayleighlike as more images are added. The power increase resulting from adding images accounts for some; but not all of
the capacity increase.
These results show that capacity can be increased by
spreading out the elements of the T array (implicitly) by
creating images of the (closely-spaced) T array. Thus we
e ectively have an m  n element T array; where m , 1
is the number of images; and n distinct signals are each
simulcast m times. The implicit spreading of the T array
may be achieved in an urban scenario by lowering the array
below the rooftops7.

B.2 T array in circle along cell boundary
We further investigate the idea of explicitly spreading
out the T array by considering n elements in a circle of
radius Dt = 10; 000 = 3; 333m for  = 1=3 m (f = 900
MHz); with R comprising n elements on a circle with radius Dr = =2 = 0:16 m8 . For this case; xrj = xr ; yrj =
yr + Dr cos[ 2n (j + 0:5)]; zrj = zr + Dr sin[ 2n (j + 0:5)]; and
similarly for T .
Figure 6 shows the probability distribution of capacity
for 200 points uniformly distributed within the cell for various Ricean k-factors; where the total signal power is determined by the R location within the cell. The large circular
T array replicates the implicit assumption in Section III
that HRayleigh is the result of equal power signals arriving
from many directions. The result for k = 0 corresponds
to that in Figure 2. The larger k-factors improves the capacity beyond that obtained with a pure Rayleigh channel
matrix.

7 This idea of lowering the transmit antennas below the rooftops
was rst suggested by M. J. Gans.

log(1+n rho)

Fig. 5. Capacity versus R location in street canyon

B.3 T array in partial circle
We investigate the capacity as a function of the angular spread of the arriving signals by reducing the T array from a full circle to an arc. Thus xti = xt ; yti =
yt + Dt cos[f 2n (i , n,2 1 )]; zti = zt + Dt sin[f 2n (i , n,2 1 )];
where f is the fraction of the full 360 degree arc. We also
replace the circular R array with a  or =2 spaced linear
array oriented along the z -axis broadside to the center of
8

The results are not sensitive to the value of Dt  .
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the arc. 9 for yr =  and yr = =2 respectively 10 . Maximum capacity Clin is achieved for f ' 0:35 for =2 spacing;
and is independent of Dt provided that  is set to 20 dB
for R at the center of the arc. The same value of f was
found for all n in the range 3-8. Thus in the limit of large
n; the range of arc 2 = (0:35)(360) = 126 degrees for =2
spacing at R; which is consistent with the results of [8]; as
previously mentioned in Section IV. Similarly; the results
for  spacing were consistent. In the Appendix; we note
that maximum capacity is attained when the locations of
the n array elements of T corresponds closely with the nulls
in the radiation pattern of R. This result is robust and can
be attained in practice; since the o -diagonal elements in
HH y can be non-zero; as mentioned Section IV and in the
Appendix.
The capacity with a circular (instead of linear) array
of radius =2 at R increases monotonically with f; and
achieves Clin only for f ' 1.
VI. Summary and conclusions

Wireless communications systems with multiple antennas at both transmitter and receiver have an informationtheoretic channel capacity which can grow linearly (rather
than logarithmically) with the number of antennas [1] for
xed total radiated power and xed bandwidth. This result
assumes that the transmitter does not know the channel;
9 The angular spread of the two end elements of T is 2 = f (n ,
1)360=n because of end e ects due to nite n; see also the Appendix.
10 Again; we use D = 10; 000 = 3; 333 meters; but the results are
t
not sensitive to the value of Dt  .

and that separate information is sent out of each transmitter antenna. Here we show that such capacities can
be achieved not only on Rayleigh channels with many
scatterers; but also on deterministic channels with direct
LOS paths only and no scatterers; by explicitly spreading
out the antennas well beyond a wavelength. This has signi cant implications for application areas such as indoor
wireless LANs.
Capacities approaching Clin = nlog2(1 + ) can be
achieved in a deterministic LOS (non-Rayleigh) environment. This is achieved by spreading out the elements of
T either explicitly (by placing one element of T at each
of n sites); or implicitly (by adding re ectors which create
images of T ). This result suggests that in the absence of
re ectors; the T array can be explictly spread apart; but
using n antennas instead of one at each of n sites; thus
duplicating the e ect of images (Figure 7). The models for
H = HLOS + HRayleigh described here may be useful for
the testing of wireless systems which exploit the available
capacity (e.g.[2]).
The results for a linear array at R may be interpreted
physically in two ways. First; capacities approaching Clin
are attained in a deterministic environment by spreading
the n array elements of T evenly around an arc with the
same angular range required to obtain zero correlation between R elements in a scattering enviroment [8]. Thus the
continuum of sources (scatterers) along the arc assumed in
[8] is replaced by n discrete elements of T spread out over
the same angular range. Second; Clin is precisely attained
when the locations of the T array elements along the arc
corresponds precisely with the nulls in the radiation pattern of R; i.e. they are spaced almost; but not quite; evenly
around the arc; assuming equal phase at all T elements.
However; the spacing need not be so precise to attain capacities close to Clin . For given spacing at R; increasing n
results in more closely spaced nulls; and the angular range
of the n array elements of T does not change. In both
interpretations; the angular range of the arc depends only
on the spacing of the R elements; and is independent of n.
We conclude that high capacities may be achieved in
several ways: 1) The transmit antenna array can be spread
out. The interelement spacing or angular spread may be
such that n separate base station sites are needed [11].
However; capacity may be lost if some of the base station
sites are shadowed from the mobile. 2a) The n antennas
at a single base site are implicitly duplicated by placing
them in a scattering environment where images are created. This may be viewed as a kind of implicit spreading
of the transmit array. 2b) The n antennas are duplicated
at each of the n base sites; to minimize shadowing loss (nconductor leaky feeder with n leaks; thus using n2 radiators
for n-times simulcasting of the n signals). This scheme may
be viewed as explicitly creating images (duplicates) where
there are no scatterers to create them implicitly. 2c) A
preferred arrangement for 2b is a leaky feeder arrangement
with the n leaks around the cell boundary facing inward.
This arrangement yields constant high capacity near Clin
within the cell coverage area.
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In summary; to maximize the number of degrees of free- which is in the form (7); so that HH y = nIn .
dom to enhance capacity; the transmitter array is spread
out explicitly/implicitly in the absence/presence of scatter- B. R; T both full circular arrays
ers.
We consider an n element T array with elements spread
evenly around a circle of radius Dt  ; and a similar R
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 2Dr

2

H = exp j
cos[(i , k) ]
(18)
ik

Appendix
I. General forms of HLOS and HH y

A. R linear; T arc
We consider an n element T array spread evenly along an
arc; and a linear R array oriented broadside to the center
of the arc (Figure 2). The angles of arrival of the ray path
at R from the lth element of T (l = 0; :::; n , 1) may be
written
 n , 1
2

(14)
l = f n l , 2
where f is the fraction of the full 360 degree arc subtended
by the elements of T (section V B). The angular spread
between the rst and last element of T is 24 = n,1 , 0 =
2f n,n 1 . The radius of the arc Dt  ; so that plane waves
arrive at R.
For this geometry; the normalized ik element of HLOS
may be written


 2z 
n
,
1
r
(15)
Hik = exp j  (i , 1) , 2 sink,1
for i; k = 1; :::; n. zr is the interelement spacing; and the
center of the R array is assumed to have zero phase 11 . The
ik element of HH y is thus

nX
,1  2z
r
y
(HH ) = exp j
(i , k)sin
(16)
ik

l

' 0:35 for n = 3; :::; 8 12 corresponding to an angular spread 24 ' 2f = 126 degrees.

l=0
For zr = =2; C ' Clin for f

This is consistent with the beamwidth 4 ' zr30= = 60 degrees at which zero correlation is obtained [8]. We note
that (16)
to the autocorrelation Rxx(i , k) =
R 4 corresponds
1
j 2z r (i,k)sin d from [8] equation (A-13) 13 ;
Re
e
24
,4
specialized for n discrete angles of arrival l .
The radiation pattern of the array with all elements in
(n =2)
phase E () = sin
nsin( =2) where = 2zr sin=; zr = =2
has nulls at  = arcsinl for odd n and f = 1=. Thus
the array elements of T would be precisely in the nulls of
R by changing their spacing
, slightly.
 Thus we substitute
l ' arcsinl = arcsin n2 l , n,2 1 ; in (15) to obtain
 
 

Hik = exp j (i , 1) , n ,2 1 n2 (k , 1) , n ,2 1
(17)
11 In general; the zero phase point may be set anywhere along
R array; resulting in a shift in the i index.
12 However HH y is not precisely equal to nI except for n = 3.
13

The sum (16) is real

the



The ik element of HH y is thus
nX
,1



n



r cos[(i , l) 2 ]
exp j 2D

n
l=0 

r cos[(k , l) 2 ]
 exp ,j 2D
(19)

n
with diagonal elements equal to n. For Dr = =2; the elements of HH y for which i , k is odd are zero; but the even
elements are approximately 0:3n for n = 8. Nonetheless;
the capacity approaches Clin ; consistent with the observation [8] that small correlation (< 0:3) has negligible e ect

(HH y )ik =

on performance.
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